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This amazing book on cartooning can really set your imagination going and give you a lot of

tools to move forward as an aspiring cartoonist. It talks about cartooning in the most basic and

simplest way. It has the old-school cartoon styles of the 1920s and 1940s which is still very

relevant and in fact making a comeback. A style that used to be a lot flatter and graphic and

more illustrative. The book talks about the effect of using different types of papers (textures)

and pens in cartooning. Even in this age of digital art, it is hard to replicate these retro effects

by the computer-aided process. It can be experienced only by using those traditional dip pens

and quill. So if you have a taste for these analog tools of drawing, then this book is for you. This

book allows you to break the norms of the typical western animation style cartoons. It teaches

you how to break convention and thus makes your work look less generic. It pushes your mind

to become more innovative in your drawing approach.

About the AuthorJack Hamm is one of the best-selling authors of art instruction books. With

nearly a million copies sold, his books have helped aspiring artists of every age and level of

ability learn to draw and improve their technique. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Cartooning the Head and FigureJack HammDedicatedtoThe Four Walking Cartoons:Dawna,

Charlotte, Monty and JerryContentsTHE FACE AND HEADCartoon Faces — In Four Easy

StepsSimple yet Profound Facts about CartooningSide and Front View Noses and

EyeglassesEyes and Brows and Eyes on Side of NoseMouths and ChinsMustaches, Beards

and EarsHead Shapes and Hair —MaleMale Hair — Female and Women's and Men's HatsThe

Profile within the Front View Head and the Partial Profile in the Full FaceTHE EMOTIONS AND

FACIAL EXPRESSIONSAngerFearSurpriseSorrowYellingWorrying, Thinking and

MeditatingSmiling — Side and Front ViewLaughing — Tongues, Teeth and Plain

OpeningsEyelids and Eye Locations (with All Emotions)Alphabetized Catalog of Emotions and

Expressions (with Cross References)Muscles of ExpressionTHE PRETTY GIRLDrawing Pretty

GirlsGirl Transition into CartoonTypes of Girl Cartoon Profiles and a Step-at-a-Time

ProcedureGoing to Real Life for Cartoon ElementsBreaking Down Faces for CartoonMore Tips

on the Pretty Girl HeadEight Easy Steps in Drawing Teen-Age GirlsHighly Stylized Cartoon Girl

HeadsTHE CARICATUREThe Art of CaricatureHelpful Pointers in -CaricatureTHE STANDING

FIGUREBuilding Cartoon Figures on the Simple OvalBeginning the Side View Figure on a

TriangleThe Triangle Modified and Reversed and the Dangling Arm and Jutting HeelThe Front

View Figure on a TriangleExpanding the Stick FigureStepping Outside the Normal into the

Cartoon WorldUsually Cartoon Heads Are Larger, Bodies SmallerCartooning on a

HairpinDrawing the Funny ManDrawing the Comic LadyWomen's Fashions and CartooningThe

Side View Female CartoonThe Front View Female CartoonSix Simplified Methods of Female

ConstructionTHE FIGURE IN DIFFERENT POSITIONSThe Seated Front View FigureThe

Seated Side View Male, Emotions, Sitting, and Sitting with Legs CrossedThe Seated

FemaleThe Kneeling and Bowing PositionReclining Female FiguresCartooning Males in Bed

— Side ViewMale Recliners — Additional PositionsTHE WALKING FIGUREThe Walk in

Cartoon — Angular and Rounded BeginningsOver 150 Side View Walking CombinationsThe

Walk Wheel - Over 125 Front View Walking Combinations and Leg and Foot FactorsCreating

Forward Motion by Perspective and Overlap and the Walking Front View WomanThe Magic of

Straights in a Cartoon Walk and the Back View WalkTHE RUNNING FIGUREThe Run in

Cartoon and the Reaching RunThe Desperation RunRunning Figures — in Easy Follow-

Through StagesTHE HANDSA Simplified Guide: Eight Basic Hand GroupsThe Four Shape

Treatments in Cartoon Hands and the Basic ThumbsWays of Drawing Cartoon HandsTHE

FEETCartooning Legs and Feet and the Cartoon ShoeTHE CLOTHINGCartoon Clothing and

FoldsMen's and Women's ClothingTHE STYLES AND TECHNIQUESBreaking the Chain of

Tight ConformityStyle and Technique Possibilities Are UnlimitedThe Wandering Pen

LineAerating a CartoonTHE EDITORIAL AND POLITICAL CARTOONApproaching the

Editorial CartoonTips on Editorial CartooningFluoro Wash and Dry Transfer Screen

CartooningTHE ADVERTISING APPLICATION -NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, TELEVISION,

ETC.The Commercial Cartoon and Ad Eye CatchersLine Width in a Commercial Cartoon and

Cartoon Message BearersUsing Various Papers in the Commercial CartoonMore Styles and

Techniques for AdvertisingDifferent Techniques Featuring WomenNotes on Cartooning Little

People and Pre-set AlphabetsThe Cartoon DesignUnusual Effects with a Design SlantMaking

Ordinary Objects Come Alive, the Silhouette and the Old-Fashioned Look in CartoonCostumes

of Many Lands in CartoonTHE BABY AND CHILDBabies in CartoonTips on Cartooning

BabiesVery Young ChildrenLittle Girls and Parents with ChildrenLittle BoysTHE SPORTS

CARTOONThe Importance of the Sports Cartoon and Simplified Figure AnatomyPutting



Muscles on the Stick Figure and Areas of ExaggerationExaggerating Sports ActionPutting

Thunder in the Sports CartoonDrawing Sports PersonalitiesSports SpotsSPECIAL

PROBLEMSCartooning Old AgeHobos and TrampsLow and High SocietyThe Heavy FigurePre-

historic CharactersThe MilitaryCartooning Total ExhaustionCharacters in ConversationPeople

in the Act of WritingSpeakers and OratorsCartooning Special AttireDealing with Various

Cartoon SubjectsMiscellaneous SituationsMiscellaneous Characters and TypesDrawing

Crowds of PeopleA Final WordPrefaceWho can imagine a newspaper without a comic section,

an editorial page without a central cartoon, television without animated cartoons, the theater

without lively cartoon comedies, magazines and trade publications without amusing gag panels

or advertising in its endless forms without cartoons? Cartoons are playing an ever-larger part

in today's world. Within the last few years multi-million dollar advertising campaigns have been

built around a few simple commercial cartoons. The cartoon has become the king in many

quarters, showing no signs at all of abdication.The most natural "cartooners" on the earth are

children. They draw cartoons without half trying. Occasionally a seasoned cartoonist, for a

refreshing change, will return to this natural flare possessed by nearly every child. When even

a small child is encouraged to take the workable step-at-a-time procedures, he, along with

adults, can make tremendous strides in cartooning know-how.There is a universal something in

human nature which loves the light touch in most any given situation. Of all people, the

cartoonist develops an affinity for this. Of course, eventually it's not enough just to cartoon a

character in the middle of peculiar circumstances or in an outlandish predicament. But being

able to do it, and do it well, opens up doors in many rewarding fields and markets.Mankind has

passed through many ages and stages, and these changes have made some professions and

lines of work obsolete. However, it is fairly safe to say we will remain forever in the "Picture

Age." Our accelerated pace of living finds us seizing on pictures which can be grasped in a

flash. And, in a world overrun by peril and tragedy, humorous pictures are wanted. The relief-

bringing cartoon gives us all a much needed lift.Because cartoons are used in so many places

for so many purposes, learning one phase or application helps in all the rest. It is possible to

diversify one's abilities, as he goes along, so that one's talents are in greater demand. This

book seeks to familiarize the learner not in just one phase of cartooning nor in just one way of

doing it, but in multiple ways and means, styles and techniques.Another advantage in

presenting so many different preliminary steps in all the related cartoon fields, is that the

student is less likely to become a copyist of somebody in particular who already has laid claim

to a single style. Every student has within himself the potential to draw like no one else. Such

individuality can best be promoted by stretching the "drawing muscles" and expanding the

cartoon concepts. The reason for combining the simplest kind of head and figure cartooning

with the most complex and advanced is to give the individual cartoonist, regardless of his stage

of development, that which will be of persona] value to him in a one-volume package.It should

be noted that some modes of expression set forth in a specific section of this book are

applicable in related fields of cartooning, presented on still other pages. There is no absolute,

set, prescribed way of doing any kind of cartooning. There are, however, new lines of approach

which will in no way deter artistic development, but rather will serve to channel practice efforts

into an enjoyably wide area of creativeness.This book was not meant to entertain with gag

lines, jokes and stories. Such entertainment detracts from the elected purpose which is to

teach the many ramifications of head and figure cartooning. Actually, there can be more fun in

cartoon work than in most anything a person can do. Help yourself to many interesting periods

of enjoyable exertion. Welcome to the fantastic land of the cartoon!Jack HammThe foregoing

serves to emphasize the fact that shades of expression creep into the simplest of facial



features. This is another factor that is a tremendous assist to the cartoonist. Brows and facial

lines about these four features can do much, but some of the greatest cartoons ever drawn

have been without them. The ease with which such heads as these can be done should be an

encouragement to the beginner. On the following pages the separate facial features are

discussed and illustrated. It is interesting to 'create' totally new faces by working these and their

variations in combination. In connection with this study, investigate the various emotions (which

follow) that are felt and experienced by man, and learn to incorporate them into the cartoon

face. The body may react to the emotion — that is why some bodies are included in the section

on emotions — but the emotion in cartoon never escapes the face. Most humor is utterly

dependent upon what transpires in the face. If each head and facial feature on the next six

pages were tried with all the other possible combinations of features presented, mathematically

the heads would outnumber the population of the world.Cartooning MouthsIn the section on

emotions the smile and the laugh are dealt with specifically as are other basic mouth patterns.

However, for purposes of general comparison and study, the following mouth possibilities are

given below. In cartoon the mouth can 'bring on' an expression quicker than any other feature.

A score of heads may have only dots for eyes, but each may possess a different expression —

the mouth does the trick. It is a good exercise to draw a half-dozen ovals with only dots for

eyes; then insert a variety of mouths and watch what happens. True, a 'lift' or a 'frown' line over

the dot eyes adds a great deal. The mouth is more independent. It should be mentioned that

some cartoonists omit the mouth on occasion. This can assist in conveying a certain 'blank

look.' Likewise, the dot mouth (No. 1 below) or the flat dashes (2 to 5) can help in this coveted

blankness, a prime look which causes us to chuckle — but leave the eyes wide open; don't

draw down the brows (for the blank look, that is).The first shadowed lip is No. 39. Any may be

shadowed. Mouths 43, 44 & 155, or variations thereof, go with the 'unhinged' character who is

beside himself. Remember, a full front view mouth can go under a nose in a profile face. Also, a

side view mouth can go under a nose in a full front view face (this is sometimes helped by a

line from the nose corner to a mouth corner). One may wish to cut some front view mouths in

two for a profile. Keep in mind that the following mouths can be changed in size and given

twists that are deemed necessary to promote the desired expression. Tongues and teeth in the

mouth with lips apart are not stressed here; sometimes they are drawn (see page on the

laugh), but many cartoonists never show them (observe wide-open mouths 138 to 156 below).

Mouths 106 to 13'7 are 'female' mouths, though in 'crazy' cartooning any mouth may do for a

woman.

Humongous Book of Cartooning (Christopher Hart's Cartooning), Modern Cartooning:

Essential Techniques for Drawing Today's Popular Cartoons (Christopher Hart's Cartooning),

The Know-How of Cartooning (Dover Art Instruction), How to Draw Cartoons, The Master

Guide to Drawing Anime: How to Draw Original Characters from Simple Templates, Figure

Drawing for Kids: A Step-By-Step Guide to Drawing People (Drawing for Kids Ages 9 to 12),

How to Create Manga: Drawing Clothing and Accessories: The Ultimate Bible for Beginning

Artists (With Over 900 Illustrations), Cartoon Animation with Preston Blair, Revised Edition!:

Learn techniques for drawing and animating cartoon characters (Collector's Series), Figure

Drawing For All It's Worth, Designing Creatures and Characters: How to Build an Artist's

Portfolio for Video Games, Film, Animation and More, Expressive Digital Painting in Procreate:

Learn to draw and paint stunningly beautiful, expressive illustrations on iPad, The Artist's
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Guide to Drawing Animals: How to Draw Cats, Dogs, and Other Favorite Pets, Sketching for

Animation: Developing Ideas, Characters and Layouts in Your Sketchbook (Required Reading

Range)

Jasmine W, “Love It!. I have pretty much all of Andrew Lommis' books on drawing but somehow

still feel intimidated by FunWithAPencil probably because of its uber professionalism. But then I

started taking a how to draw course by TheGreatCourses and was open and receptive to

authors in the field of art I've never even heard of such as Jack. I stumbled across this book

whilst researching his figure drawing book and decided to get Cartooning instead because I

am a BASIC beginner whose decided to kill her ego and just go all the way way back to the

basics. I love how this book doesn't intimidate or condescend me at all and instead shows that

art can be begun by the most basic lopsided child's circle and still have personality! He's

basically breaking down the human anatomy into its most basic shapes instead of hounding

you with fancy Latin words and different parts of the anatomy that are drawn so meticulously

that you don't know whether you are supposed to copy them down or not. The book is

formatted in a surprisingly self paced feel which is interesting given the time it was created in-

a time when everyone had to go to college conform and get a degree and a job and then just

stick with what you got. But I absolutely love how Jack gives you just the right amount of

information. This book is almost like an artists recipe with equal parts words for info and the

FYI folks and equal parts pictures examples and demos! As one reviewer said about giving it

as a gift to a ten year old and the ten year old just automatically classified it under "oh a book."

*wompwompwooooomp* I wouldn't recommend this to a child simply because it'sA)

educationalB) meant for the serious doodlerBesides, children these days in the year 2017 don't

read or draw anymore, so why would you give them a book? For their birthday? I'd only

recommend this book to the parents of a child who is obviously gonna be our next Stan Lee ,

with a serious imagination that just cannot be contained in ones head :)”

James I. Gleeson III, “A Great Resource For New Cartoonists. I first received this book back

when I was a budding teenager and cartoonist. I don't think I read through it as much as looked

through it. My parent's got me this book for either a birthday or Christmas present, so the

nostalgia for it means more to me than the book itself.As a graphic designer, I can see this

book as being almost a nightmare. There isn't a part of this book that isn't covered with either

text or cartoons. On the plus side it means there are quite a lot of examples. I wish there was

more humor incorporated into the book itself. A book about humorous illustration should be

supported by humorous writing should it not?Anyhow, if you have a child that is into

cartooning, this book offers some of the fundamentals.”

Daniel Ochoa III, “rich dessert without the cherries. This is more than a "beginners" book even

if the content and format appear somewhat "dated." Every aspect of cartooning and a section

on caricature(ing) make it a valuable resource...so complete in its coverage of the subject that

anyone will be able to begin cartooning immediately. Some basic courses in figure drawing at

a local community college or accredited art school who offer "community classes" are cherries

that might be added to the already tasty, full-calorie treat contained in this volume.”

bobula13, “Great reference. As an amateur cartoonist and animator, I found this book to be a

fantastic one for quick reference and tips. I feel that the only downside, and it really isn't that



big of a deal, is that a lot of the text in the book is referencing the world of cartooning from

1967. It doesn't bother me at all but I could see how others might be turned off by it. Also,

believe it or not, the beginning of this book is really inspirational. It gives the reader

encouragement to just draw away and not worry about it.  Highly recommend.”

Laura J. Urrutia, “Good for starter for who can't draw. I loved it! I'm in 60's. Many pages with

many pictures choices for drawing. I draw first, kind of messy. Second time, I draw good, next

and next again, soon. I drew each four drawing at each 15 mins fast! I was surprised how

easy to following from the book. I feel confident. It's a good starter for me after so many years

I haven't drawn and painting since high school. I was good at drawing anything in my high

school plus I had yellow ribbons for best art.”

lilli, “Amazing book. Great bookVery resourceful for learning to drawIt has helped me improve

on my DrawingKeep practicing ,these books really do helpThis book will make a difference in

you drawingFor both digital and/or traditionalHelpfulShows expressions for drawingThis book is

amazingAll Jack Hamm books are amazingAnd helpfulI recommend buying & the other Jack

Hamm books”

TheEbook TopsSavage, “Loved this book as a kid so I bought it for my son.. I literally learned to

draw by being restricted to my room all the time and stealing this book from my school library

when I was a kid. I bought it for my son because he loves to draw as well. Every page turn

brought back some great memories for me. He loves the book as well.My original drawings and

prints have made me a great deal of money as an adult and I can think this book for all of it.5

STARS!!! Wish I could give more.”

Andy, “Fun and instructive. This is fun, easy, instructive; for amateur 'doodlers' and serious

apprentices alike; and even people who already draw cartoons can learn something new... and

find out how cartoons were made in the past. It's pretty interesting, even for those who draw

cartoons on a computer.The style of the cartoons in this book is somewhat old fashioned. Don't

expect instructions for modern style, extensively elaborated cartoons or manga here. But in any

case this book still is a recommended resource, as the techniques always are current and

easily can be adapted for digital drawing.”

HIH13, “This is the best one. As a beginner I got more than 10 books of this matter and trust

me when I tell you, this one is the best you can find!A lot of examples, real step by step

images, HUGE library of eyes, noses etc etc and text that tells you a lot, yet it's written easy

with minimum words needed, simply perfection from the authors!”

Karla Parussel, “An encyclopedia of cartooning techniques for beginners. I used to draw

cartoons all the time as a child but gave up for twenty something years. Now as an adult I want

to develop my skills properly.I have trouble getting past the first few pages of this book because

I end up wanting to pick up my graphics tablet or pen and paper and start trying out new ideas.

It is a very inspiring book as the reader can see how even the most impressive cartoons can

be drawn from their principle components. The author mixes up many different cartoon styles

so that you can pick and choose according to your own ability and taste. I can imagine that

even if I were to be an accomplished cartoonist then this book would be useful to for getting

myself out of a rut. For example, want to draw eyes? There's 135 different eyes listed on page

4. 156 mouths on page 5.Although the talent behind the cartoon is quite awesome, it is not



intimidating because you can see how the cartoons were made. I wish I knew of this book

when I was a child, I might not have given up.”

Qwock, “Buy It. Super book that all aspiring cartoonists would be adviced to read and work

through.It is brimming with images and examples of just about every aspect of cartooning the

human body.The examples are extensive and very helpful - you get oodles of examples of how

to draw eyes, noses, ears etc.The only downside is that the images are now very dated and

often have an American slant to them.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Professional, Practical, Amusing. I've bought many 'how to' cartoon

books and this one is the best. It may be old in age and style but it teaches cartooning from a

professional and practical point of view, but at the same time readable and amusing. I'm

constantly refering to it whilst most of my other cartooning books remain firmly on the

bookshelf. Thanks Jack Hamm!”

The book by Jack Hamm has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 347 people have provided feedback.
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